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K-Growth

History

K-Growth is an independent private equity company specialized in fund of funds(FoFs),

K-Growth was established in February 2016 to support the creation of a healthy ecosystem for

planning, managing, and also supervising FoFs that contribute to a healthy ecosystem

corporate growth being operated based on the virtuous cycle of “Foundation - Scale-up - Exit,

for corporate growth. We provide risk capital by entrusting the management of

Rechallenge.” With the objective of ‘creating a healthy ecosystem for corporate growth,’

subordinate funds(sub-funds) to the talented GPs.

we have been establishing a variety of FoFs to invest in areas in need of policy support,

* FoFs(Fund of Funds): A fund that invests in funds(sub-funds)

which led to becoming the representative risk capital of Korea.
K-Growth will continue consolidating its role as a central risk capital firm which contributes to
the creation of a healthy ecosystem for corporate growth, by enhancing the role of a facilitator that

Company Background

supports the scale-up, exit, and rechallenge of companies based on the trust and

Established an independent and specialized FoFs management company that helps enable
the Growth Ladder Fund to serve as sustainable and responsible risk capital.

communication that has been built up with the market.

2013 08 : Established Growth Ladder Fund
Korea Exchange,
Korea Securities
Depository, Korea
Financial Investment
Association*

2016

02 : K-Growth Founded
05 : Registered as a specialized private equity
fund management company
11 : Established K-Growth KSM Fund

Korea Securities
Finance Corporation
(KSFC)

Korea
Development Bank

2017

07 : Sub-funds reached KRW 7 trillion

(KDB)

Composition of
Shareholders

03 : Established Semiconductor Growth Fund

2018

01 : Established K-Social Impact Fund
04 : Established KOSDAQ Scale-up Fund
06 : Sub-funds reached KRW 8 trillion
07 : Established Innovative Growth Fund

Industrial Bank
of Korea

Banks Foundation
for Young Entrepreneurs

(IBK)

(D.CAMP)

08 : Established Corporate Restructuring Fund
09 : Established GIFT Fund
12 : Established Job Creation Fund
2019

* Participate in a form of funds

04 : Sub-funds reached KRW 12 trillion
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Key Figures

Key Figures

Status of Invested Companies
The number of
invested companies

Key Performance

[As of the end of June, 2019]

1,709
The number of SMEs among the
invested companies

Based on the FoFs with a size of KRW 3.3 trillion, K-Growth has revised the failure factors inherent

1,486 / 87%

in risk capital markets and established the sub-funds with a size of KRW 12.6 trillion.
As a key player in the risk capital market, we will serve as the representative risk capital of Korea
by driving the emergence of the diverse market and public-based capital.

Assets Under Management (AUM)

[As of the end of June, 2019]

[ The Number of FoFs Under Management ]

[ The Number of Sub-funds Under Management ]

3

2017

6
9

Exit and Rechallenge - 163

47%

43%

10%

87

2018

2019

Scale-up - 730

71

2017

2018

Foundation - 816

129

2019

146

ICT Manufacturing

517

ICT Service

[ The Size of FoFs Under Management ]

4tn

1.9 trillion

12.6 trillion

14tn

3.3 trillion

3tn

2tn

Chemical/Material

KRW

KRW

10tn

2.3 trillion

5tn

Image/Performance/Record

6.8 trillion

4tn
3tn

04

2018

2019

4%

447

Year

0

2017

2018

2019

Year

36

26%
2%

Game

77

5%

Retail/Service

75

4%

2tn
2017

61

Bio/Medical

8.1 trillion

30%
7%

12tn

1tn

0

120

Electric/Machinery/Equipment

[ Total Commitment ]

9%

Others

230

13%
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What is FoFs?

What is FoFs?
FoFs(Fund of Funds) : A fund that invests in funds
K-Growth achieves economies of scale by establishing a large-scale FoFs via aggregating the capital
dispersed in the various areas of industries and financial sectors. The aggregated capital is distributed
to sub-funds to support the growth of companies. The broad portfolio enables the investors to expect
a higher return on investment than the level of risk. For competent GPs, we let them exercise their
expertise by helping them establish funds smoothly.

Structure of FoFs(Fund of Funds)

Sub-Fund

Investor

Investor

Fund of Funds

Asset
Allocation

Investor

Company

Sub-Fund

Sub-Fund

Investment
Management
K-Growth

06

Other LPs
(Pensions, corporates,
insurance companies, etc.)

Management
Professional GP
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Business
Summary

Business Summary

Summary of Funds Under Management
[As of the end of June, 2019, KRW]

Name of Fund

Growth Ladder Fund

Investing Institution
- KDB

Creation of a healthy

- IBK

ecosystem for

- D.CAMP

Innovative Growth Fund

Provision of scale-up fund

- KDB Capital

for innovative companies

Fund

- KAMCO
- Commercial Banks
- K-Growth

Fund of Funds

Total Commitment

1.85 trillion

10 trillion

270 billion

8 trillion

500 billion

1 trillion

100 billion

300 billion

75 billion

200 billion

7.5 billion

30 billion

75 billion

100 billion

40 billion

100 billion

320 billion

800 billion

corporate growth

- KDB

- Public Financial Corp.
Corporate Restructuring

Direction of
Management

Support for corporate
restructuring in capital
markets

- Korea Exchange
KOSDAQ Scale-up Fund

- KSFC

Reinforcement of the

- KSD

competitiveness of

- KOFIA

KOSDAQ

- Koscom

Semiconductor Growth
Fund

- Samsung Electronics
- SK Hynix

Reinforcement of
the ecosystem of the
semiconductor industry

- Korea Exchange
- KSD
K-Social Impact Fund

- KSFC

Independence and growth
of social enterprises

- KB Foundation
- KB Asset Management
- KIAT
GIFT Fund

- Shinhan Bank
- Shinhan Capital

Job Creation Fund

- D.CAMP
- IBK

Growth of technology
innovation companies and
technology convergence
Job creation and
sustainable growth

* The commitments by fund of funds are subject to change.
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Growth Ladder Fund

Innovative Growth Fund

Growth Ladder Fund

Innovative Growth Fund

Exit
Scale-up
Foundation
START

K-Growth contributes to the creation of a healthy ecosystem for corporate growth.
The Growth Ladder Fund is a representative risk capital of Korea, which was established in 2013 with the purpose
of creating a healthy ecosystem for corporate growth. Since its inception, the Growth Ladder Fund has established
the sub-funds worth of KRW 12.3 trillion to invest in 1,573 companies. 88% of the invested companies were in the
early years of establishment or were SMEs; the Growth Ladder Fund successfully contributed to those companies
overcoming the “Death Valley” by providing them with the necessary capital. Furthermore, the Growth Ladder Fund
will draw the cooperation of the capital market and contribute to the scale-up of companies by utilizing reinvestments.

K-Growth

provides the funds necessary for the growth of innovative companies
via market-oriented risk capital.
Creating the virtuous cycle in the venture ecosystem by funding innovative companies
Following the Innovative Start-up Ecosystem Plan announced by the government, the Innovative Growth Fund is being
managed for 3 years with a size of KRW 8 trillion, by cooperation with co-investors, including the Korea Development Bank
and KDB Capital. The Innovative Growth Fund supports the growth of innovative SMEs and focuses on their scale-up and exit
stages.

Major Sub-funds for the Business Development Stages
Reinforcing the independence and creativity of the venture ecosystem via risk capital

Foundation

Scale-up

Exit

· Start-up Fund
– Investment during the early years of foundation
· Follow-on Fund
– Provision of consecutive scale-up funds
· K-Crowd Fund
– Investment in crowdfunding companies

· Technology Finance Fund
– Investment in technical evaluation companies
· Growth

Strategy M&A Fund
– Support for M&A
· K-Growth

Fund
– Support for global expansion

· Restructuring Fund
– Support for financially distressed SMEs
· KONEX Fund
– Investment in companies listed in KONEX
· Secondary Fund (LP Interests)
– Transaction of a portion of fund investment
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The Innovative Growth Fund strives to be a creative risk capital, which has greatly expanded the autonomy of sub-funds
management companies in areas, such as the fund size and management strategies. In addition, K-Growth has been actively
promoting the participation of investors using a variety of incentives.

Investing Institutions

Fund of Funds Size

Sub-funds Size

Investing Institutions

Fund of Funds Size

Sub-funds Size

KDB, IBK, D.CAMP

1.85 trillion

10 trillion

KDB, KDB Capital

270 billion

8 trillion
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Corporate Restructuring Fund

KOSDAQ Scale-up Fund

Corporate Restructuring Fund

K-Growth will be the partner during difficult times.

KOSDAQ Scale-up Fund

K-Growth

contributes to the success of KOSDAQ by providing a scale-up fund for
innovative companies and SMEs.

Introducing market friendly corporate restructuring approaches in capital markets
The Corporate Restructuring Fund is planning to establish a FoFs with a size of KRW 500 billion and sub-funds with a size of

Reinforcing the competitiveness of KOSDAQ via funding the scale-up of companies listed in KOSDAQ

KRW 1 trillion to support corporate restructuring focused on capital markets instead of debt financing. The managers of the

The KOSDAQ Scale-up Fund was established with the purpose of revitalizing the stock market by supporting the funding

Corporate Restructuring Fund are highly skilled experts who have experiences in operating the Growth Ladder Fund as well

and exiting of innovative companies and SMEs. K-Growth will contribute to the creation of an environment where KOSDAQ

as corporate restructuring.

companies are well invested with the necessary fund for scale-up, as well as where the superior, innovative companies are

Based on the expertise in FoFs, K-Growth is planning to actively induce the participation of risk capital to provide funds

capable of entering KOSDAQ.

necessary for corporate restructuring. Also, we will cooperate with relevant government agencies and financial institutions to

Supporting the qualitative growth of superior, innovative companies listed in KOSDAQ

create success stories of troubled companies through corporate restructuring.

The KOSDAQ Scale-up Fund facilitates qualitative growth of KOSDAQ companies during their business expansion, overseas
expansion, and M&As by institutional investors with a high level of risk tolerance serving as risk capital.
* Commercial Banks : KB, NH, Shinhan, Woori, KEB Hana

Investing Institutions

Public Financial Corp., KAMCO,
Commercial Banks*, K-Growth
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Fund of Funds Size

Sub-funds Size

500 billion

1 trillion

Investing Institutions

Korea Exchange, KSFC,
KSD, KOFIA, Koscom

Fund of Funds Size

Sub-funds Size

100 billion

300 billion
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Semiconductor Growth Fund

K-Social Impact Fund

Semiconductor Growth Fund

K-Social Impact Fund


K-Growth
supports reinforcement of the ecosystem of the Korean semiconductor
industry.

K-Growth

supports economic activities which create social values, and establishes
the foundation for impact investment.

Intensively investing in semiconductor SMEs

Expanding investment areas to support the independence and scale-up of social enterprises

The Semiconductor Growth Fund was established to reinforce the competitiveness of the Korean semiconductor industry.

K-Social Impact Fund expands the perspective of corporate social responsibilities from one-time, charity-like donations to

It mainly invests in the upstream and downstream of the semiconductor industry value chain, and the leading semiconductor

the concept of investment. A public institution takes the initiative in the investment to create a success story, followed by

companies in Korea serve as the risk capital to support SMEs.

active participation of the capital market.

Supporting the qualitative growth of the semiconductor industry, one of the national strategic industries
of Korea

Coming up with the resolution of social problems and scale-up of social values

The Semiconductor Growth Fund establishes investment funds that are necessary for each life cycle of semiconductor

companies, while supporting the scale-up of social values. The investment funds in the capital market not only fulfill their

companies to support the qualitative growth of the Korean semiconductor industry through the development of key talents

corporate social responsibilities but also attract attention to new technologies and industries.

K-Social Impact Fund facilitates the manufacturing of products and services that resolve social problems via the growth of

and the localization of components and materials.

Investing Institutions

Fund of Funds Size

Sub-funds Size

Samsung Electronics, SK Hynix

75 billion

200 billion
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Investing Institutions

Fund of Funds Size

Sub-funds Size

Korea Exchange, KSD, KSFC

7.5 billion

30 billion

KB Foundation, KB Asset Management

75 billion

100 billion
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GIFT Fund

Job Creation Fund

GIFT Fund

Job Creation Fund

Governmental Industrial Fund for new Technology & commercialization


K-Growth
leads the Buy R&D·M&A initiative and the commercialization of superior
new technologies.

By
 cooperating with the banking industry, K-Growth supports the growth of
companies which contributes to job creation.

Funding open innovation companies to support their technology innovation activities

Financing scale-up fund for companies that are expected to create jobs

GIFT Fund is co-founded by the public and market capital to support open innovation companies pursuing Buy R&D and

With the purpose of creating high-quality jobs through investments, the Job Creation Fund establishes the fund with a size

commercialization of superior technologies.

of KRW 320 billion for three years invested by the banking industry via Banks Foundation For Young Entrepreneurs(D.CAMP).
Furthermore, K-Growth establishes sub-funds worth of KRW 600 billion to finance Korean SMEs that are expected to create

Identifying and developing technology innovation companies and leading the convergence between
technologies via M&As

jobs in order to expand the employment of companies.

The GIFT Fund provides optimal technology financing to innovative and promising companies pursuing the commercialization

Cooperating with the banking industry to facilitate job creation and sustainable company growth

of new technologies, focusing on the development of open innovation companies.

The Job Creation Fund cooperates with fund management companies to support job creation and sustainable company
growth that are identified and developed by the banking industry and D.CAMP.

Investing Institutions

KIAT, Shinhan Bank,
Shinhan Capital
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Fund of Funds Size

Sub-funds Size

Investing Institutions

Fund of Funds Size

Sub-funds Size

40 billion

100 billion

D.CAMP, IBK

320 billion

800 billion
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Memo

